In this Letter, we analytically solve the evolution equations for the small-x asymptotic behavior of the (flavor singlet) quark helicity distribution in the large-N c limit. These evolution equations form a set of coupled integro-differential equations, which previously could only be solved numerically. This approximate numerical solution, however, revealed simplifying properties of the small-x asymptotics, which we exploit here to obtain an analytic solution. We find that the small-x power-law tail of the quark helicity distribution scales as ∆q
Introduction
The small-x power-law behavior of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and hadronic structure functions at small Bjorken x is governed by quantum evolution equations which resum large logarithms of 1 x . The most familiar of these is the linear Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) equation [1, 2] for the unpolarized structure functions F 1 and F 2 along with the quark and gluon PDFs at small x, which resums the single-logarithmic parameter α s ln 1 x ∼ 1 (with α s the strong coupling constant). The result of this resummation is a power-law growth at small x given by F 1 (x, Q 2 ) ∼ q(x, Q 2 ) ∼ 1 x α P , with the leading-order (LO) exponent α p = 1 + 4αsNc π ln 2 known as the perturbative "Pomeron intercept" in the terminology of Regge theory. Here N c is the number of colors.
The analogous small-x asymptotic behavior of the helicity PDFs ∆f (x, Q 2 ) and the polarized structure function g 1 (x, Q 2 ) has received much less attention than the unpolarized case. Early studies emphasized the role of exchanging polarized quarks [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] (the "Reggeon" in Regge theory), with important progress on the full polarized evolution made by Bartels, Ermolaev, and Ryskin [9, 10] . Recently, we have derived the small-x evolution equations for the quark helicity PDFs ∆q S (x, Q 2 ) and the polarized structure function g 1 (x, Q 2 ) [11, 12] our discussion to the flavor-singlet quark helicity distribution; for the non-singlet quark helicity distribution, see [12] .) These helicity evolution equations, like the perturbative Reggeon evolution equations, resum the doublelogarithmic parameter α s ln 2 1
x ∼ 1; they couple to both polarized quark and gluon exchange, and, in this respect, differ from the gluon-only unpolarized LO BFKL equation.
In general, the helicity evolution equations derived in [11, 12] form an infinite tower of operator equations analogous to the Balitsky hierarchy [13, 14] for the unpolarized small-x evolution [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In both cases, the operator hierarchy closes in the large-N c limit [14] [15] [16] [17] . For helicity evolution, this still yields a pair of coupled integrodifferential equations for the "polarized dipole amplitude" G(x α h determines the corresponding small-x asymptotics of the helicity PDFs and the polarized structure function:
α h , where we refer to the exponent α h as the "helicity intercept" in analogy to the Pomeron intercept.
In [22] , we solved the large-N c helicity evolution equations for α h numerically, obtaining α h ≈ 2.31 αsNc 2π . We also found that such an intercept could lead to a significant enhancement of the contribution from the quark spin ∆Σ to the proton spin [22] , which is not ruled out by cur-rent experimental data [23] . In the following Sections, we use an emergent scaling feature of this numerical solution, namely, that G depends only on a single combination of its arguments and not on each independently, to derive an analytic expression for α h .
Solution of the large-N c equations
In standard coordinates, the large-N c helicity evolution equations read [11, 12] where x 10 , x 21 , x 32 are the transverse sizes of various dipoles and z, z , z are longitudinal momentum fractions of the softest (anti-)quarks in the dipoles. Following [22] , it is convenient to introduce the scaled logarithmic variables
where Λ is an IR momentum cutoff and s is the centerof-mass-energy squared at which the helicity PDF is measured. In terms of these rescaled variables, the large-N c helicity evolution equations are • η+s10=33 In the numerical solution of [22] , two important features were observed in the asymptotic limit: (a) a negligible dependence on the choice of initial conditions G (0) and (b) the dependence of G only on the combination ζ ≡ η − s 10 , rather than on η and s 10 separately (see Fig. 1 ). Let us therefore (a) trivially fix the initial conditions to G (0) = 1 and (b) assume the η − s 10 scaling from the outset:
Then Eqs. (3) become
with the boundary conditions
Since s 10 ≤ s 21 , we consider Γ(ζ, ζ ) only in the range ζ > ζ . To solve (5), we first differentiate, obtaining
and we then introduce the Laplace transforms
Consider first the Laplace transform (8) of Eq. (7b),
This is just an ordinary differential equation in ζ, with the solution
substituting (10) back into (8) then gives
or, equivalently,
Using the second boundary condition in (6), Eq. (12) then fixes G, giving the general solution for G and Γ as
where we have introduced the unknown function H ω as
It is useful to observe that, upon substituting Eq. (11) back into Eq. (7b), the consistency of the solution requires that
Indeed, the ω contour in the Bromwich integral (8) runs parallel to the imaginary axis and to the right of all the poles of the integrand. Because the extra factor of 1/ω in the integrand of Eq. (15) provides sufficient convergence at infinity, we can close the contour in the right half-plane, getting zero and confirming Eq. (15) . Finally, we can impose a further constraint on our results in Eqs. (13) by requiring them to also satisfy Eq. (7a). Plugging Eqs. (13) into Eq. (7a) and employing (15) gives the constraint
It is convenient to define f ω such that
and expand f ω in a Laurent series:
After expanding both f ω with (18) and e ζ/ω in their respective series, we pick up the enclosed residues at ω = 0 and obtain the constraint
Thus, we obtain c −1 = 0 and c n = −c −n−2 for n ≥ 0, such that
However, we know that f ω cannot contain large positive powers of ω, or else it would affect convergence at infinity and violate the consistency condition (15) . Substituting (17) into (15) gives
Taking ζ = 0 for simplicity and using (20), we have
where for all sufficiently convergent integrals, we have closed the contour in the right-half plane and obtained zero. Therefore, the consistency condition (15) implies that c n = 0 for n ≥ 1, such that
The function (23) fixes the solution of the helicity evolution equations, giving for G in Eq. (13a)
Using the first boundary condition in (6) at ζ = 0 fixes the coefficient to c 0 = 4, after closing the contour in the left half-plane and collecting the residues at ω = 0, ± √ 3. Therefore, the complete asymptotic solution of the large-N c helicity evolution equations is given by
The high-energy/small-x asymptotics of Eq. (25a), corresponding to ζ ∼ ζ 1, are given by the right-most pole of the integrand at ω = + √ 3. Keeping the contribution to (25) from this pole only, we obtain the final result
The asymptotic form of G ∼ e
ζ ∼ (zs) α h in (26a) gives the analytic expression for the helicity intercept
in complete agreement with the numerical solution α h ≈ 2.31 αsNc 2π of [22] ! Finally, we note that (26b) makes a useful prediction for the form of Γ which can be straightforwardly tested against the existing numerical solution of [22] . In the units (2) used in the numerics, our analytic solution predicts that the ratio of Γ to G should scale as This ratio, calculated in the numerical solution of [22] , is plotted in Fig. 2 , where we see excellent agreement with the features of (28). Qualitatively, no dependence of this ratio on η is seen, and the dependence on s 21 −s 10 is linear. And even though we have not performed a detailed extrapolation from the discretized numerics to the continuum, we even see significant quantitative agreement with (28): the vertical intercept (in the top panel of Fig. 2 ) of 1.386 agrees fantastically with the expected ln 4 ≈ 1.3863, and the slope of ≈ 0.52 is within 10% of the expected (within 10% accuracy) and c ≈ 0, d ≈ ln 4 (with much greater accuracy). This preferred functional form is in excellent agreement with our analytic calculation (28). We also note that the numerics in [22] used scaling-violating initial conditions, so that the agreement seen here validates our claim of negligible dependence on the initial conditions. Thus, we can conclude with confidence that our analytic solution (26a) and helicity intercept (27) are the correct generalization of the numerical calculation in [22] .
Conclusions
In this Letter, we have derived an analytic solution to the large-N c helicity evolution equations (1) in the highenergy/small-x asymptotics. The central results are the solutions (26) for the polarized dipole amplitude G and the auxiliary neighbor dipole amplitude Γ, leading to the analytic expression for the helicity intercept (27). The key assumption which made such an analytic solution possible was the observation of emergent scaling behavior (4) as seen in the previous numerical solution of [22] (Fig. 1) . We have checked our analytic results by comparing the predicted behavior of the auxiliary neighbor dipole amplitude Γ in Eq. (28) with the numerical solution in Fig. 2 , finding excellent agreement.
Unfortunately, it is not clear whether the techniques used here can be extended to obtain an analytic solution of the helicity evolution equations in the large-N c & N f limit [11, 12] . The addition of quark loops to the evolution kernel introduces terms which explicitly break the scaling property (4) , similar to what was found for the Reggeon [8] (see also [24] ). Therefore, we set aside the question of generalizing this approach to the large-N c & N f limit as a separate project, which we leave for future work.
